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Executive Summary 
This report describes the protocol developed for the joint use of microprofilometry and Re-
flectance Transformation Imaging data spatially referenced to a low resolution 3D model ac-
quired with the scanner in order to characterize patches of artworks and samples.  

The rationale of the protocol is to support multimodal studies as well as easy retrieval of da-
ta and processing of a large number of sample/objects in collections.  

While in this project the purpose of the proposed protocol is to provide the basic support for 
the activities planned in “Task T5.2 - Digital modelling of material appearance & features” 
and Task T5.5 - Degradation Identification & automatic spatiotemporal Annotation”, the un-
derlying concepts can lead to a proposal for a novel generic way to support any kind of stud-
ies of artworks or material samples based on local multimodal patch based acquisitions.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the deliverable  

Demonstration of multimodal study of artworks or material samples for monitoring and di-
agnosis is one of the main goals of Scan4Reco. The use of diverse information captured by 
different devices is a key factor for characterizing surface (and volumetric) features of mate-
rials as well as to analyze their degradation.  

In Scan4Reco one of the processing pipelines needs to jointly process two high resolution 
surface data sets (RTI and microprofilometry) captured on a potentially larger object on se-
lected approximately flat regions. The object is also reconstructed with a coarse 3D scanning 
that can be used to support spatial referencing, alignment or capture of the local patches. 
This joint acquisition steps are described in this deliverable. 

In order to fully exploit the information provided by the different devices it is mandatory to 
develop accurate and repeatable measurement procedures, to record all the available me-
tainformation linking all measurements to the object description, storing all the details 
about the measurement devices and procedures, and supporting spatial alignment of the 
data with specific information. Furthermore, collecting multimodal information for time 
analysis and classification requires also an easy retrieval of selected studies in a collection, 
and this can be obtained with a careful data organization of data based on the specific kind 
of studies to be performed on them. 

This deliverable, therefore, does not describes the generic protocols used in Scan4Reco to 
capture single patch based surface measurement (Reflectance Transformation Imaging and 
microprofilometry) on samples and artworks, already described in D3.4 (a procedure for ac-
quisition of a global 3D scan is here provided in Annex I),  but defines methods to store the 
related information and also a data organization protocol used to store all the metainfor-
mation at different levels (artwork, ageing, study) in an easy to handle collection, allowing 
the association and alignment of patch based measurements and a global low resolution 3D 
scan. Furthermore it describes example methods for the joint processing of the information, 
sketching specific procedures to jointly register the data on the basis of the acquisition pro-
cedures and data content. 

The basic idea of our work is to define a data organization similar to the one used in the 
medical domain by the DICOM protocol, supporting the concept of multiple studies on a "pa-
tient" that corresponds to an artwork or a material sample, organizing a hierarchical data 
storage with unique and standardized metadata for easy data query and retrieval, and sup-
porting pre-alignment of patches with respect to the global model. 

1.2 Relation with other WPs, tasks and deliverables  

This deliverable is mainly connected with task 5.1 "Multi-sensorial Data Fusion" and with the 
tasks 5.5 Degradation Identification and automatic spatiotemporal Annotation. However, 
the  protocol for the multimodal surface acquisition/analysis is related to many components 
of the global Scan4Reco architecture: apart from the Global scanning and surface acquisition 
components (HW/VISDEPTH, SW/SCAN, SW/REG, HW/MPROF, HW/MSRTI, HW/HDMSRI, 
SW/SWSURF, SW/RTIPROC), the protocol is related to the Sample/artwork preparation 
modules and the global protocol defines the SW/ANNOTATION module: is related to the As-
sisted Positioning components, that must provide the annotation of patches position and 
orientation in the global reference frame. Finally all analysis modules working on multimodal 
data could benefit of the proposed data organization allowing easy query/retrieve of multi-
modal data for visualization, fusion, model training and testing. 
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The organized data archive of the data captured in the Scan4Reco multimodal surface analy-
sis acts as a hub connecting all the system components like the PACS system does in digital-
ized hospitals. This makes the query/retrieval and analysis of data easy. 

2. Multimodal Measurements on Cultural Heritage Objects  

2.1 Requirements for data fusion 
Several authors pointed out the importance of exploiting multimodal 3D capture  techniques 
for artwork documentation. In a recent survey, Remondino et al [1] noted that "there is an 
increasing use of hybrid sensors and platforms, in order to collect as many different features 
as possible. The combination of different data sources allows the creation of different geo-
metric levels of detail (LoD) and the exploitation of the intrinsic advantages of each sensor”.  
The use of multimodal information presents several challenges. In [2] is pointed out that 
"The main difficulty is to face the multiple dimensions of the data acquisition and their regis-
tration into a common spatial reference system".  Several works in literature deals with mul-
timodal data registration for CH applications [3]. 

However, prior to study specific solutions for the algorithmic alignment and integration of 
two or more data sources, we believe that there is a first requirement for the organization of 
multimodal studies that is the definition of a generic protocol where both the imaging pro-
cedures and the multimodal studies are organized.  

We need to consider the specific studies for the analyses and monitoring tasks of interest 
and support them with an organized storage of all the relevant information that can then be 
exploited by end-users.  

A similar protocol or framework is currently missing in the CH domain, but it is actually the 
first requirement for the joint use of multimodal information for practical tasks. 

As previously noted, this can be realized inspired by the Radiology procedures,  defining pro-
cedures for the annotation of objects, defining standard procedures for each kind of multi-
modal study on each object, defining the set of acquisitions planned, and storing all the in-
formation that is relevant for the study finalization as metadata. 

For instance, the surface analysis planned in Scan4Reco for object and material samples, fea-
tures the rough global modelling of the object, the acquisition of microprofilometry and RTI 
capture on approximately planar patches at different ageing conditions, and the joint pro-
cessing of the data. 

This kind of study requires 

 a standardized annotation of objects and samples 

 well defined procedures to capture data and standardized annotations of acquisition 
protocols  

 support for (rough) spatial referencing of patches on the global object 

The proposed protocol and framework gives the support for performing the study inde-
pendently on the specific visualization, fine scale registration or specific techniques for joint 
processing of data to recover useful parameters.  

We underline this fact as in CH as in medical domain is mandatory to support the interoper-
ability of different operators and vendors, and the research on different kind of studies to be 
realized on the same data.  
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2.2 State-of-the-art of metadata standards 
The enrichment of Cultural Heritage digital collections simultaneously with the growing 
number of available technologies brings along the imperative need for managing the re-
sources in a clear and organized structure that could ideally converge to a common standard 
[4]. This need is fulfilled by metadata, which is implemented in order to “describe, identify, 
and facilitate the access, usage and management of (digital) resources” [5]. Metadata is es-
sential for keeping track of the full life-cycle of a Cultural Heritage asset [6], and the inter-
mediary activities involved in generating an output digital model from an input physical ob-
ject [8]. In other words, metadata opens the gate to interpretation, providing extra-meaning 
and a legend on how to read and connect raw scientific datasets. 

Metadata are particularly useful to support data analysis in the field of 3D scan, where there 
is a high level of heterogeneity in the choice of technologies, instruments and methodology 
that can contribute to data capture and data processing [6], and where it is likely that data 
fusion is applied not singularly, but multiple times at different phases of a 3D reconstruction 
[8].  

The need for order has convinced end-users and stakeholders of Cultural Heritage to add 
metadata systems to their projects. This resulted in an inflation of project-tailored metadata 
schemas that achieve the ad-hoc purpose for which they have been created, but make the 
task of standardization difficult.   This latter drawback is generally compensated for by 
metadata mappings that employ semantic interoperability by liaising equivalences between 
various standards. Adding another abstractization level [5], ontologies can be built upon the 
skeleton of metadata mappings. [9] presents an overview and assessment of the different 
metadata schemas developed for cataloguing and documenting Cultural Heritage and then, 
in a later work [4] they propose a metadata standard, STARC, for 3D objects that brings to-
gether the missing parts identified in the previous research. As a result, they highlight a set 
of characteristics that shouldn't be overlooked in the documentation of 3D objects: digital 
provenance, paradata, software involved, capturing devices, methodologies pursued and full 
pipeline for deriving the final results.   

Indeed, digital provenance and paradata seem to be generally acknowledged as key fea-
tures for the metadata of 3D objects in the literature [6], [4], [8].  [6] make the distinction 
between provenance – the collection of technical processes linked to the origins and deriva-
tions of the digital resource – and paradata  holds information about the human processes  
responsible for the understanding and interpretation of the CH asset. Furthermore, they de-
scribe how provenance is covered by the CRMdig schema [10], give credit to the paradata 
principles of the London Charter [11] and integrate the couple provenance-paradata within 
the CARARE framework fostered by the Europeana Data Model [12] finding a good compro-
mise between specific projects needs and standardization needs for the 3D ICONS project. 
Digital provenance is viewed as a blueprint of a cultural artefact and storing this information 
translates into the possibility of tracing down the authentic object [8]. At the same data, 
paradata furnishes the intellectual transparency without which the blueprint would other-
wise be illegible.  

2.2.1 Metadata architecture 

Roughly, there are two main approaches for modelling metadata [6][12]: object-centric and 
event-centric. In the first approach, the object is in the spotlight and dedicated attention is 
given to creating a thoroughly descriptive characterization of the cultural heritage asset and 
its attributes. From this category the most widespread standard is the Dublin Core metadata 
set.  In the second approach, the focus is relayed to the sequence of events that the cultural 
object had taken part into.  A representative standard of the event-centric metadata model-
ling is CRMdig, which defines the following event instances: project creation event, the ob-
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ject acquisition event, the detailed sequence event and lastly, a capture event for every 
“end-member” multimedia file. This rationale is in fact an analogue of the intuitive directory 
structure of a typical acquisition campaign, as remarked by [7], where the commonplace 
folder levels identified are as follows: 

- Project root directory – enclosing all the relevant data about the project 

- Object directory – contains data for each of the captured objects 

- Sequence directory – for each captured object, one folder for each series of measurements 

Similar to the hierarchical folder structure is also the organization based on wrapper ele-
ments. Wrappers group relative information, usually lacking a stand-alone semantics be-
cause their semantics is driven from the constitutive elements [5]. The STARC schema [4] 
stands as example of a wrapper based structure. It is made up of one global wrapper named 
PROJECT and is divided into four main wrappers (Project Information, Cultural heritage As-
set, Digital Resource Provenance, Activities) that further branch into sub-wrappers. 

For large-scale projects, where storage is more problematic and the amount of data be-
comes harder to monitor with the above-mentioned architectures, the solution could be 
switched to a repository-centric approach, introduced by the work of [8]. They present the 
design principles and implementation choices of a distributed object repository for cultural 
heritage objects. The focus is given here to the administration and architecture of a central 
repository server, which can facilitate database queries and reporting. 

2.2.2 Generating Metadata 

The so-far tackled theoretical aspects have sketched a preamble on how demanding 
metadata collection could be in practice. Apart from being a resource-consuming process 
(time, human resources, financial resources, etc.), it is also very prone to errors as it is semi-
manual and user intervention is necessary. For this reason, it is recommended adhering to 
an automation of the metadata generation process. The non-triviality of this task has given it 
a quiet close-to-silent voice in the Cultural Heritage literature. However, [13] proposes a 
Metadata Generator by using generic dynamic input forms for annotating the digital prove-
nance and the semantic links. They opt for key-value pairs to store essential information into 
intermediate formats, that they later overlay on Resource Description Framework templates 
to generate final rich metadata formats.  

2.3 CH objects targeted by Scan4Reco   
The Cultural Heritage assets multi-modally acquired in the Scan4Reco project can be split in 
two categories:  

 Samples developed in controlled laboratory conditions, which recreate the appear-
ance and material composition of real CH artefacts. 

 Signed artworks originating from cultural institutions, museums, private collections. 

In Scan4Reco, three sample datasets have been created, with different basis material (silver 
plates, bronze plates and egg-tempera patches on cardboard) on which several coatings and 
treatments are initially applied and then artificial aging is monitored over fixed moments in 
time.  

These data will allow quantitative tests or assessment and the possibility to model the spa-
tio-temporal changes in appearance triggered along the applied processes. Onsite demon-
stration will be based on acquisitions performed on sighed artworks. 

Multimodal surface analysis in the two kinds of objects is different, as for small surface 
patches it is possible to capture full shapes both with RTI and microprofilometry and micro-
profilometric scan can be used as reference 3D model. Scan4Reco material samples, howev-
er, have the necessity of recording the ageing information useful for ageing modelling. 
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Figure 1: Query/retrieve Information models for DICOM archives (left) and for our archive (right). 

3. The proposed protocol for organized data annotation 

3.1 General architecture  
The specific procedures for local surface capture with RTI and microprofilometry are just a 
part of an object study that we organized with a generic protocol for annotation and data 
organization. The basic idea is to follow a procedure similar to the one used for medical im-
aging studies in hospitals. Each object of study (artwork or material sample) is the equivalent 
of the patient and when its study is started, it must be annotated registering its basic infor-
mation as it is done for patients in Radiology Information Systems (RIS). We defined there-
fore a set of tag-value couples defining this information. 

As for each object in Scan4Reco we will have also different artificial ageing procedures, we 
also defined ageing-level meta-information that can be stored in another group of tag-value 
couples. This information differentiates natural and artificial aging procedures including also 
all the relevant information on the artificial aging devices and protocols used. 

Medical doctors plan sets of diagnostic imaging captures with different modalities and there 
is a standard for execution and storage of different imaging studies in PACS (Picture Archive 
and Communication System) systems. And for each disease treatment there are typical sets 
of imaging studies planned, executed and stored and an organized information flow. Multi-
modal data are collected and radiologists /medical doctors can retrieve data, visualize and 
process them on radiology workstations. The creation of a full DICOM-like protocol including 
definitions of all services and objects required in the CH domain clearly goes beyond the 
scope of our work, but we believe that it should be developed by the community. 

We just organize artworks and sample studies in the same way as in patient study, similarly 
to what is done in the DICOM3 protocol. For each uniquely annotated object (artwork or 
sample), we can acquire several imaging studies and store them with all the possible 
metadata. These data are stored at the study level of our hierarchical organization and can 
be retrieved using the standard information model for Query/Retrieve that in DICOM is 
based on Patient (object), Study and Series. We added in the hierarchy also an aging level to 
account to possibly different natural or artificial aging procedures performed on the objects. 
Data stored in our archives are not necessarily standard images, but typically data (surfaces, 
clouds, grids) spatially referenced in a global coordinate system. Note that this unique spa-
tial referencing should in general be provided by the study protocol and it is not mandatory 
in the metadata set. We therefore developed specific methodologies to recover the useful 
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information by adopting ad hoc strategies in the acquisition phase and using specific compu-
tational solutions. 

3.2 Artworks and samples metadata annotation 
Our metadata schema is modelled by an event-centric design with the following folder lev-
els: Object – Aging moments – Acquisition series. Within the acquisition series, we have de-
fined specific metadata standards for each of the three acquisition methods: RTI, micropro-
filometer and Low resolution 3D scanning. The Acquisition metadata fields are grouped into 
several wrappers: Setup specifications, Hardware specifications, Software specifications, 
Output files and Spatial Reference. 

3.2.1 Object level 

The object level includes metadata which gives information about the characteristics of the 
physical cultural asset, be it a sample or an artwork. The fields are described in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Metadata fields for Cultural Heritage object. 

 

3.2.2 Aging level 

Since each object will be acquired at definite moments in time, the aging folder level is focused on 

describing the type of aging (natural or artificial). Aging-related fields group is shown in  
 
 
 

Table 2. 
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Table 2: Metadata fields for Aging procedure. 

 

3.2.3 Annotation tool   

In order to optimize the metadata documentation process, we have developed an annota-
tion tool with form fields and generic formats in this sense. Similarly to (Schrottner, 2012), 
we use tag-value pairs, with generic formats and as recommended in (D'Andrea, 2013), we 
adhere to the use of controlled vocabularies, especially for materials and techniques, as a 
way to limit the errors and help the user.  Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the user interface al-
lowing an easy annotation of aging and object properties. 

  

Figure 2: Tool for annotating metadata. Top: Tab for inserting metadata fields for the CH Object. 
Bottom: Tab for filling in metadata for the Aging treatment. 

3.2.4 Study level 

The study level includes all the information related to the single study. Each study includes 

metadata and measurement files. In our organized archive, each study corresponds to a data 

folder including the study files. For a RTI study, metadata are divided in groups (as in DICOM 

headers) related to setup, hardware settings, software settings, measurement files, spatial 
reference ( 
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Table 3). The data files (appearance profiles and cropped image stacks) are stored in the 
same folder and described in the metadata list.  

 
 
 
 
Table 3: Metadata fields for RTI acquisition. The fields grouped into wrappers are color-coded: Set-

up, Hardware, Software, Spatial Reference, data files and encoding. 

 
Similarly, microprofilometric data are characterized by a large amount of information that is 
organized and grouped as shown in  Table 4.  Measurement files can be actually stored in 
different formats (text, raw binary, tiff), specified for each instance in the related metadata. 

Low resolution 3D scans are stored in a study as well, coupling the mesh file with a metadata 
header as shown in Table 5. 
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Table 4: Metada fields for microprofilometric Acquisition. The fields grouped into wrappers are color-
coded: Setup, Hardware, Software, Spatial Reference, data files and encoding. 

 
 
Table 5: Metadata fields for low-resolution 3D scanning. The fields grouped into wrappers are color-

coded: Setup, Hardware, Software, Spatial Reference, data files and encoding. 
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4. Joint multimodal fusion procedures for surface analysis 
The Scan4Reco surface analysis protocols aim at capturing and processing data related to 
the superficial layer of a sample/mock-up or an artwork. The signals used to analyze the sur-
face are the data coming from RTI and microprofilometric acquisition components. 

RTI and microprofilometric acquisition techniques have been already described in the deliv-
erable D3.4, and a procedure for global 3D scanning for patch referencing is provided here in 
Annex I. 

However, after the capture and before the actual processing and analysis tasks, a series of 
procedures have to be put in place in order to register those signals and convert them in a 
single, fused, manageable representation.   

Those procedures to associate spatial referencing are different whether we perform LAB ac-
quisitions of samples or ONSITE artwork acquisitions. In the first case, we capture planar 
samples of small size and the microprofilometer gives the reference coordinate system with 
no need of further rough scan. In the second, RTI and microprofilometry data are aligned to 
a reference frame defined by a global 3D scan; that available holistic rough 3D data will be 
used to guide the positioning system, and to align further, different planar patch scans. Note 
that several patch studies can be done for each object/sample, both differing for location or 
any other acquisition parameter (e.g. different wavelengths in RTI, different lenses in MP). 

In this context, we first need a procedure to align the RTI image stack to the microprofilome-
try data, which come from samples (LAB) or from small planar patches on the surface geom-
etry of an artwork (ONSITE). In addition, in the case of the ONSITE environment, we also 
need a procedure to register RTI and/or microprofilometry data of patches onto the global 
reference frame acquired by the global scanning architecture components 
(HW/VISDEPTH,SW/SCAN);  the latter gives the possibility of aligning novel, future RTI or mi-
croprofilometry scans on the global reference system. 

In the definition of our joint registration procedures, we rely on the information coming 
from the general annotation/storage protocol already defined.  For each object at each ag-
ing stage we have a series of annotations, aging information and metadata, and we use a 
subset of them to assist and speed up the fusion procedure. The result of the registration 
pipeline is additional information stored in our organized multimodal archive which is useful 
for the successive processing and analyses. The input metadata for RTI are the intrinsic pa-
rameters of the camera sensor, light geometry and intensity calibration data, and the pixel 
coordinate of the cropped image regions used to build the Appearance Profile stack. Similar 
metadata comes from the microprofilometry data format (e.g., probe step size, range map 
dimensions, etc.). The main scope of the joint registration procedures is to produce a series 
additional metadata (e.g., extrinsic parameters of sensors) that express the 2D and 3D data 
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of RTI, microprofilometry and global scan in a consistent, unique reference frame. For the 
organized archiving and communication, resulting metadata of each acquisition/processing 
are stored as indicated in Section 3.3. The RTI/microprofilometry alignment protocol will de-
fine the origin and orientation of the RTI camera sensor with respect to the microprofilome-
try depth range map, while the registration of RTI (or microprofilometry) to the global 3D 
holistic scan will provide the position and orientation of the acquired small planar patches 
onto the global geometry.   

4.1 RTI vs microprofilometry alignment protocol 

The goal of the fusion protocol to register the RTI and microprofilometry data is to compute 
the position and orientation of RTI camera sensor relative to the reference depth map from 
microprofilometer. It is based on an image-to-geometry registration procedure that per-
forms a Mutual Information analysis between the two signals. This alignment protocol is use-
ful both in the LAB environment capture and in ONSITE acquisitions. In the first case, we 
don’t have any other signal involved in the surface acquisition and characterization, so that 
the final reference frame for further computations will be the microprofilometer geometry. 
In the ONSITE environment, the fused data from RTI and microprofilometry will produce a 
first representation of a small planar local patch that will be aligned afterwards to the global 
3D scan. 

As mentioned before, the input information for this fusion procedure is the microprofilome-
try depth map and some data/metadata from RTI, i.e., intrinsic parameters of the camera 
sensor and an image with a view point equal to the RTI data (e.g., normal map). Since the RTI 
image stack has been captured from a fixed viewpoint and varying lighting conditions, it is 
sufficient to align just one image to the 3D geometry in order to register all the information 
in the stack onto the sample or planar patch geometry. The image used for the registration 
could be one of the images in the stack, or, more likely, an image computed by an image 
stack processing routine (e.g., the normal map field).  

The basic registration process consists in two steps: a rough manual alignment and an auto-
matic refinement.  

The manual registration aims at building the first link between the 2D information of RTI im-
age stack and the 3D data from the microprofilometer depth map. Since the intrinsic camera 
parameters has been already computed for the RTI data in a previous calibration step, the 
user now has to select a small set of 2D-3D correspondences (at least three, but likely more 
for a better, more robust first estimation). A graphical user interface (see Figure 3) will pro-
vide the user with two images, one from the RTI and the other from microprofilometry data, 
and he can select corresponding pixels based on the shape of the sample or the patch in the 
artwork surface. The set of correspondences will be processed to obtain an initial estimation 
of the extrinsic parameters, which will be prone to errors due to the manual nature of the 
task.  
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Figure 3: Graphical user interface to manually provide correspondences between signals from RTI 
(left) and microprofilometer (right). In this example the chosen signal has been the normal map 
field, and four correspondences have been selected.  

The automatic refinement of the registration is based on the Mutual Information paradigm. 
An optimization framework will search for the optimal set of values in a region of the space 
of extrinsic parameters close to the initial rough estimation. For each possible extrinsic pa-
rameters candidate it will project the microprofilometry data into the RTI camera sensor 
view point. It then computes a per-pixel correlation of the RTI and microprofilometry signals, 
in order to obtain a cost function evaluation. The scope of the optimization routine is to find 
a set of extrinsic parameters that minimize that cost function. A crucial point in Mutual In-
formation approaches is the choice of signals being compared. In our case, a possible (but 
not unique or mandatory), useful choice is the normal map field, which is available from 
both RTI and microprofilometry data. In the first case it can be computed by using classical 
Photometric Stereo algorithms, while, for the microprofilometer, it can be computed by ap-
plying finite difference methods for partial derivatives computation across the discrete 
depth field. In the case of normal field a possible per-pixel cost function is a simple dot 
product between corresponding normal. Figure 4 shows some angular errors at convergence 
in the case of some samples or some very small testing objects (ancient coins). 

 
Figure 4: Angular errors. Color-coded angular errors (degree) of RTI estimated normals wrt micro-
profilometry. 

4.2 Protocol for registration of RTI and microprofilometry to global geom-
etry 

The protocol for the registration of the RTI (or microprofilometry) data onto the global 3D 
geometry applies only in the case of ONSITE acquisitions of artworks. As stated by the end-
user requirements (EUR/MO/02, EUR/PA/02 and EUR/PA/03), the main goal of this protocol 
is to map local/punctual measurements onto a global 3D proxy, by finding the position and 
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relative orientation of a small, local, planar patch with respect to the global, holistic 3D scan 
of an artwork. It should be noted that this location can be approximate, as the coarse 3D 
scan serves only as a spatial reference to locate positions on measurements (GIS-like ap-
proach).  

The main source of this information comes from the component devoted to probe position-
ing (SW/PROBPOS), which will give the position of the sensor (RTI or microprofilometry), and 
the corresponding viewing direction, which will provide registration information at acquisi-
tion time. As a fallback procedure, in case acquisition-time registration is not available, a 
post-hoc registration will be performed. The two approaches are described in the following 
subsections. In both cases, the registration information will be stored as metadata in the 
RTI/microprofilometry archived information, using the protocol described in this document. 

4.2.1 Acquisition-time registration  

The SW/PROBPOS module will in general use the mechanical positioning system (e.g., 
through encoders), or passive/active techniques based on computer vision in order to con-
vey that kind of information. 

In fact, the positioning system will place the patch based sensor (RTI or microprofilometry)  
in front of the region of interest based on the 3D model. Moreover, it will be assumed in that 
all patch-based sensor systems will be calibrated with known shape and sensor position in 
their intrinsic reference frames. This allows for the computation of the local plane in the 
global 3D geometry, and it allows for the registration of this plane to the average plane of 
microprofilometer data. The RTI to microprofilometry alignment in section 4.1 will be the 
bridge with which RTI will be aligned to the global 3D.  

It should be noted that if the approach of pure mechanical registration results impractical, 
another way to register measures taken with local sensors (e.g., microprofilometer or RTI) 
and global 3D geometry data could be the exploitation within SW/PROBPOS of external 
cameras or depth sensors that record the entire acquisition setup, i.e., both objects and sen-
sors, and the use of manually selected or automatically detected landmarks. In this way, 
possibly using also markers to facilitate the accurate landmark detection, it should possible 
to recover the joint positioning of the microprofilometer and the landmarks of the 3D shape. 
The correspondence of the landmarks allows the reconstruction of the transformation link-
ing the microprofilometer and the 3D scan reference systems (see Figure 5).  

 
Figure 5: Using external camera/sensor to provide reference 3D space alignment metadata for mi-
croprofilometer studies. A similar approach can be used also with RTI acquisition. 
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4.2.2 Post-hoc registration  

If the information from the SW/PROBPOS positioning system will not be available, a manual 
alignment approach to register data should be provided. This will allow the user to manually 
annotate landmarks (e.g., samples corners) on the global rough geometry and the patch data 
from RTI or microprofilometry. Those correspondences will be used both to link the patch 
based signal to the proper position on the artwork surface, and to align the orientation of 
the patch to the local plane approximation of the surface. Such a procedure could be more 
effective if the low-resolution scan is also enriched with a color signal, which will make it 
simpler to visually detect correspondences/measurement position in the low resolution 3D 
scan.  

4.2.3 Detection of flat and uniform surfaces 

In the ONSITE acquisition, the global 3D scan can be used to select optimal patches for local 
acquisition based on shape and material features. For this reason, an algorithm has been 
implemented for the automatic detection of flat and uniform surfaces on a 3D model. Con-
cretely, the algorithm extracts fixed-size square patches on the surface of the 3D model with 
dimension provided as input by the user. 

Initially, the algorithm performs planar segmentation on the point cloud of the 3D model us-
ing the RANSAC model selection scheme [13]. In brief, random triplets of points from the 3D 
model are sampled and used to define plane equations. Additional points of the 3D model 
are added to these triplets if they are considered inliers, namely if their distance from the 
corresponding plane is below a pre-defined threshold. Once RANSAC concludes, the 3D 
model has been segmented in several planes and the final step is to examine in each plane 
whether square patches of the targeted size can be enclosed. This is achieved by random 
sampling on the points of each planar segment, followed by geometrically testing whether 
the fixed-size square fits into the planar segment. This test is performed for each sampled 
point separately by aligning a reference square to the orientation of the planar segment, 
translating it so as it centre coincides with the sampled point and examining whether all 
points of the square fall into the planar segment. An example of this procedure is depicted in 
Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: (Top) The reconstructed 3D model of an object. (Middle) After plane segmentation is per-
formed the object is divided in several planes with each color corresponding to a plane. (Bottom) 
The green square has been computed after the patch detection algorithm concludes. 

5. Example 

5.1 Project sample studies 

Using the joint processing protocol we stored information for the acquired project samples. 
This means that, for each sample (for the moment at time t0), several patch acquisitions 
have been realized and annotated with the full metadata organization related to the object, 
ageing and study levels. microprofilometric point cloud is here also the 3D reference model 
and has been acquired as described in D3.4. The RTI pipeline has been executed as well on 
all samples, acquiring multiple images (visible and IR), correcting intensity, estimating Ap-
pearance Profiles and cropping them in ROIs including single  metallic samples. Finally. anno-
tating in the 2D images the sample corner positions, as camera intrinsic are known, it is im-
mediately possible to recover and annotate the camera optic centre position and the axis 
orientation (that here should be approximately vertical) in the reference system. As in the 
examples shown before, we can then match more accurately the samples information mini-
mizing the normal surface difference. This allows the use of features coming from the differ-
ent measurements to derive richer descriptors for ageing modelling as well as for studying 
materials reflectance. 

 

Figure 7: Angular differences estimated from spatial registration of Scan4Reco silver samples after 
patch alignment. 
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6. Conclusions 
We have described the protocol developed for the joint use of microprofilometry and Reflec-
tance Transformation Imaging data spatially referenced to a low resolution 3D model ac-
quired with the scanner in order to characterize patches of artworks and samples. 

While in this project the purpose of the proposed protocol is to provide the basic support for 
the activities planned in Task 5.2 Digital modelling of material appearance and features and 
5.5 Degradation Identification and automatic spatiotemporal Annotation, the underlying 
concepts can lead to a proposal for a novel generic way to support any kind of studies of 
artworks or material samples based on local multimodal patch based acquisitions. 
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Annex 1: Global 3D scanning procedure 
In this annex, the low resolution 3D scanning module is described. The 3D scanning module 
is responsible for the global coarse-resolution 3D representation of the color and geometry 
of an artwork (i.e. metallic objects, paintings) using a depth sensor. The corresponding 
hardware and software modules of the Scan4Reco are the following 

 HW/VISDEPTH   (depth densor) 

 SW/SCAN  (3D scanning module) 

as illustrated in Figure 8 and described in section 5 of Deliverable 2.2 [15]. 

The extracted 3D representation by the 3D scanning module is used as the basis of the local 
measurements performed by the RTI and micro-profilometer hardware probes described in 
section 4.1. 

 

Figure 8: Scan4Reco Architecture Diagram. The depth sensor and the 3D scanning module used for a 
global 3D reconstruction of an artwork correspond to the HW/VISDEPTH and SW/SCAN modules of 
the Scan4Reco architecture.   

An overview of the algorithm for 3D Scanning is illustrated in Figure 9. Initially, the artwork 
object (i.e. metallic objects, paintings) is recorded by a low-cost depth sensor for capturing 
color and depth information, from multiple views using a rotary stage. Then, the depth maps 
are processed so as to discard areas based on normal information and/or Sobel filtering. All 
the recorded and processed views are transformed in the same coordinate system using the 
kinematics of the rotary stage. Then, voxelization is performed on the accumulated point 
clouds in order to keep points with a high confidence factor and discard the rest. Poisson 
surface reconstruction is applied on the remaining points to extract the mesh of the object. 
Finally, texture mapping is performed on the meshed 3D model in order to reconstruct the 
texture of the artwork object.  

The main contributions of our method are  

• Development of a 3D reconstruction pipeline from multiple views by incorporating 
feedback from motion encoders 
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• A method for the alignment of the depth sensor’s coordinate system with the rotary 
stage 

• Improvement of depth information utilizing morphological and edge detection filters 
and surface normals information 

• Confidence factor based voxelization of multiple aligned views 

 

Figure 9: 3D Scanning Overview: The artwork is recorded by a depth sensor from multiple views us-
ing a rotary stage. The recorded point clouds are processed so as to discard areas based on Sobel 
filtering and normal information and, then, are aligned using the calibration of the depth sensor 
and rotary stage. Finally, voxelization, 3D surface and texture reconstruction are performed on the 
accumulated point clouds to generate the 3D model. 

Depth/Color Acquisition 

As illustrated in Figure 10, an artwork is rotated (360 degree rotation) by a controlled rotary 
stage [16] and is recorded by a depth sensor [17] to produce a series of depth and color 
maps. Depth map (𝑫) contains the estimated depth information in mm for each (𝑥, 𝑦) pixel 
of the image. For each estimated depth value, the corresponding color map provides the 
registered color information in RGB format. In Figure 11, some recorded depth and color 
maps of a replica statue for various angles of the rotary stage are given. 

 

Figure 10: 3D Scanning Setup: an artwork is rotated by a controlled rotary stage [16] and is recorded 
by a depth sensor [17]. 
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Figure 11: Recorded depth and color maps of a replica statue for various rotation angles of the rota-
ry stage. 

Depth & Point Cloud Processing 

Depth estimation from such a low-cost camera is usually inaccurate in areas where depth 
changes abruptly. This fact affects the alignment and surface reconstruction negatively [18]. 
Such areas can be detected by computing the gradient 𝑮(𝑥, 𝑦) at each pixel (𝑥, 𝑦) in the 
depth image 𝑫. An approximation of 𝑮(𝑥, 𝑦) can be obtained as follows 

�̂�(𝑥, 𝑦) =
1

 2
�̂�ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦)  + 

1

2
�̂�𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) 

by applying a Sobel edge detection filter on the depth image 𝑫. �̂�ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) and �̂�𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) are 

the horizontal and vertical gradient approximations respectively. If �̂�(𝑥, 𝑦) exceeds a 
threshold 𝑡ℎ, then 𝑫(𝑥, 𝑦) is discarded. An example of this procedure is given in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12: An example of applying the Sobel filter on a depth map. 

Another way of removal of inaccurate areas is the usage of surface normal information. In 
particular, for each 3D point 𝒑𝑖 corresponding to depth pixel 𝑫(𝑥, 𝑦), its normal vector 𝒏𝑖 is 
estimated, by estimating the normal of a plane tangent to the surface of the 𝑘 (e.g. 30) 
nearest neighbors of 𝒑𝑖. Firstly, the covariance matrix 𝑪 of the 𝑘 nearest neighbors of 𝒑𝑖 is 
calculated 

𝑪 =
1

𝑘
∑ (𝒑𝑙 − �̅�) ∙ (𝒑𝑙 − �̅�)𝑇𝑘

𝑙=1 , 

where �̅� representes the 3D centroid of the 𝑘 nearest neighbors of 𝒑𝑖. After the eigenanaly-
sis of 𝑪, the eigenvector corresponding to the smaller eigenvalue is the normal 𝒏𝑖, whereas 
the orientation of 𝒏𝑖 is defined in relation tο the depth sensor’s position.   
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A 3D point 𝒑𝑖 is removed if the angle 𝜑 = cos−1 𝒓∙𝒏
𝑖

|𝒓||𝒏
𝑖
|
  between the sensor ray direction (𝒓) 

and the normal 𝒏𝒊 to the point 𝒑𝑖 is bigger than a threshold 𝑡ℎ𝑛. For example, in Figure 13, 
the red points have angle  𝜑 bigger than 40°. 

 

Figure 13: An example of removal of inaccurate regions using normals: the angle between the depth 
sensor ray direction and normal vector is bigger than 40° in the red regions. 

Point Cloud Alignment 

Each new point cloud 𝑷𝜃, corresponding to a rotation of the rotary stage by an angle 𝜃, is 
transformed in a common coordinate system as defined in the first recording and is added to 
the overall point cloud 𝑷𝑎𝑙𝑙 that holds all the aligned point clouds. More specifically, the 
point 𝒑𝑖 𝜖 𝑷𝜃 is transformed as follows 

𝒑′𝑖 = 𝑹 𝒑𝑖 + 𝒕 

where the rotation and translation matrices are calculated as described in following section. 
An example of 45 consecutive aligned point clouds in a common coordinate system is illus-
trated in Figure 14.  

 

Figure 14: The final point cloud consisting of 45 consecutive point clouds aligned in the same coor-
dinate system.   

Axis Calibration 

The coordinate systems of the depth sensor (𝐼𝑑) and the rotary stage (𝐼𝑟) are illustrated in 
Figure 15. When the rotary stage rotates by an angle 𝜃, the total translation and rotation cor-
respond to the following:  

𝒕 = 𝒑𝑐 − 𝑹𝑑𝑟𝑹𝜃𝑹𝑑𝑟
′𝒑𝑐 , 

𝑹 =  𝑹𝑑𝑟𝑹𝜃𝑹𝑑𝑟
′, 

where 𝒑𝑐 is the center of the rotary stage, 𝑹𝑑𝑟 is the rotation matrix between the coordi-
nate systems of the depth sensor and the rotary stage as shown in Figure 15. In particular the 
coordinate system for the sensor is defined by its principal axis whereas for the rotary stage 
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it is defined by the normal vector (𝒏) and the centre  𝒑𝑐. 𝑹𝜃 is the rotation matrix of the ro-
tary stage on Y-axis  returned from the kinematics of the stage and defined as:  

𝑹𝜃 = [
cos𝜃 0 sin 𝜃

0 1 0
− sin𝜃 0 cos 𝜃

]. 

It should also be noted that the normal vector (𝒏) and the center (𝒑𝑐) of the stage are esti-
mated following a calibration procedure.  

 

Figure 15: The coordinate systems of the depth sensor and rotary stage. 𝐩𝐜 and 𝐧 denote the center 
and the normal vector of the rotary stage. 

Concretely the stage normal is computed as a vector orthogonal to the point cloud of the 
stage using least squares while the center is extracted either manually (i.e. set by the user) 
or following a point tracking procedure. In the point tracking procedure, 3D points 
𝜯𝒊,𝑖 ∈ {1,2,… , 𝑛}  on the rotary stage are tracked using specific tags [19] rotating the stage 𝑛 

times with the same known angle 𝜃, as illustrated in Figure 16. The center  𝒑𝑐 of the stage 
can be estimated by solving the following system:  

< 𝑻𝟏𝒑𝑐
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  , 𝑻𝟏𝑻2

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  > =  ‖𝑻𝟏𝒑𝑐
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ‖ ‖𝑻𝟏𝑻2

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ‖ cos𝜃 

< 𝑻𝟐𝒑𝑐
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  , 𝑻𝟐𝑻3

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  > =  ‖𝑻𝟐𝒑𝑐
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ‖ ‖𝑻𝟐𝑻3

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ‖ cos𝜃 

… 

< 𝑻𝒏−𝟏𝒑𝑐
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗, 𝑻𝒏−𝟏𝑻𝑛

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ > =  ‖𝑻𝒏−𝟏𝒑𝑐
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗‖ ‖𝑻𝒏−𝟏𝑻𝑛

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗‖ cos𝜃. 

 

 

Figure 16: 3D points (𝑻𝟏, 𝑻𝟐, ..) are tracked on the rotary stage. Here, 𝒑𝒄 is the center of the stage 
and 𝜽 is the rotation angle.  

Confidence Factor based Voxelization 

After alignment, the resulting point cloud is dense and noisy, containing many points from 
different views (point clouds) for the same region. We create a 3D voxel grid over the accu-
mulated point clouds and, then, in each voxel, we keep the points corresponding to the view 
(point cloud) with the higher confidence factor (𝑓𝑣) and discarding the rest. The confidence 

factor (𝑓𝑣
𝑖) of the view (point cloud) 𝑷𝒊 is defined as 
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𝑓𝑣
𝑖 =

1

𝑁
∑𝑓𝑐

𝑝𝑙

𝑁

𝑙=1

,  

where 𝑁 is the total number of the points which belongs to the  𝑷𝒊 in the voxel and 𝑓𝑐
𝑝𝑙 is 

the confidence factor of the point 𝒑𝑙: 

𝑓𝑐
𝑝𝑙 = cos θ, 

where 𝜃 is the angle of sensor ray direction (𝒓) and normal 𝒏𝑙  of 𝒑𝑙. An example is illustrated 
in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17: A voxelization example using a confidence factor for each point: The statue has been rec-
orded by a depth sensor (recordings 1 & 2). The red and green regions correspond to the same re-
gion. Using the angles between the sensor ray direction (r) and the normals 𝐧𝐢 of the points 𝐩𝐢 be-

longing to the red and green regions, the two respective confidence factor (𝐟𝐯
𝟏 & 𝐟𝐯

𝟐) values are cal-

culated.  After voxelization, the points of the green region (recording 1) are only kept since 𝐟𝐯
𝟏 > 

𝐟𝐯
𝟐. 

The reconstruction accuracy before and after voxelization of a bronze artwork and a replica 
statue are illustrated in Figure 18 and Figure 19, respectively. Various parts are computed us-
ing the Euclidean distance before and after filtering using the confidence factor based 
voxelization method and compared to the real values. As can be seen, the accuracy is im-
proved by performing voxelization on the aligned point clouds. 
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Figure 18: The Euclidean distance between hips and length of a cloth’s part and hand of a bronze 
artwork are computed before (middle) and after (bottom) filtering and compared to the real values 
(top). 

 

 

Figure 19: The Euclidean distance between eyes and the length of nose and mouth of a replica stat-
ue are computed before (middle) and after (right) filtering and compared to the real values (left). 

Poisson Surface Reconstruction 

For reconstructing 3D surfaces from the accumulated point clouds, the Poisson Surface Re-
construction (PSR) algorithm [20] has been incorporated in our 3D scanning procedure. PSR’s 
goal is to compute a 3D indicator function 𝜒 so as to extract the appropriate surface, as de-

picted in Figure 20.  PSR is based on the observation that the oriented point samples (�⃗� ) can 
be viewed as samples of the gradient (𝛻𝜒) of the indicator function 𝜒, (Figure 20).  Thus, giv-

en a set of oriented point samples (�⃗� ), PSR finds the indicator function 𝜒 whose gradients 

best match the samples (�⃗� ) by minimizing: 

min𝜒|𝛻𝜒 − �⃗� |. 

Applying the divergence operator, the minimum is obtained by solving the Poisson problem: 
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∆𝜒 ≡ 𝛻 ∙ 𝛻𝜒 =  𝛻 ∙ �⃗�  . 

 

Figure 20: Poisson surface reconstruction example in 2D [20]. 

PSR algorithm builds a watertight surface and is robust to noise caused by sampling inaccu-
racy and point cloud misalignment. Figure 21 illustrates the 3D reconstruction of 45 consecu-
tive aligned point clouds (see Figure 14) using the PSR algorithm.                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

Figure 21: 3D surface reconstruction of a point cloud consisting of 45 consecutive aligned point 
clouds (see Figure 14) using the Poisson Surface Reconstruction algorithm [20].  

Texture Reconstruction 

In this step, texture mapping [21] from a set of color images on the 3D reconstructed model 
is performed. In particular, having a set of 𝑁 color images 𝐶 = {𝑐1, 𝑐2, … , 𝑐𝑁, } captured from 
various views with a  known relative transformation, the goal is to find for each face 𝑓𝑖 of the 
3D model, a texture region located in a single color image where 𝑓𝑖 is more clearly visible. 
Initially, back-face culling [22] is performed, in order to define for each 𝑓𝑖 the subset of cam-
era views where the face is visible. Namely, if we denote as 𝒏𝑓𝑖

 the surface normal of face  𝑓𝑖 

and 𝒓𝑐𝑗
 the principal axis of camera view 𝑐𝑗, we examine whether 𝑓𝑖  is visible in 𝑐𝑗 by check-

ing that the sign of their inner product is non-negative, i.e. 

𝒏𝑓𝑖
∙ 𝒓𝑐𝑗

≥ 0. 

From the extracted subset of camera views, for each face, we select the view that maximizes 
𝒏𝑓𝑖

∙ 𝒓𝑐𝑗
 assuming that this view is the one where the face is more clearly visible (see Figure 

22). The rationale of this step is that the maximum of the inner product corresponds to the 
view where the image plane of the camera is closer to being parallel to the face and conse-
quently more accurate color information is obtained (i.e. perspective distortion is minimized 
in the texture-to-surface mapping and the projection’s area is maximized [23]). An example 
of this texture reconstruction algorithm is illustrated in Figure 23, while the color images used 
in the texture mapping are given in Figure 24. 
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Figure 22: (Top) A 3D reconstructed model. (Bottom) For each camera view 𝐜𝐢, we see the corre-
sponding faces that are more clearly visible. Visibility is measured using the inner product of the 
face normal and the camera principal vector. 
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Figure 23: Texture reconstruction example of the 3D model of Figure 22: On the top we see the col-
ored point cloud without texture mapping whereas on the bottom after the described algorithm 
concludes. For comparison purposes, the object is depicted on the bottom.   

 

 

Figure 24: The color images used in the texture reconstruction example of Figure 23.   

 


